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cc : To whom it may concern

Our dispute about François LÉGERET
To you, Laurent BONNARD,
You conducted the presentation of the annual conference of the GRAAP, in the
evening of April 1st, 2019. About 200 persons were present. It has to be said that
one would give you the Good God without confession. No surprise to see your
rules of the politiquement correct projected onto the screen in front of us.
The presentation of the cantonal «Judge» Marc PELLET did appeal to me
particularly. He spoke about the delicate task of the Magistrates to search always
the best solution, for applying the minimum of coersion. I gathered the
opportunity to intervene in the discussion:
«François LÉGERET was condemned to life imprisonement without evidences
nor avoval, on the basis of a scenario, invalidated by 3 witnesses. He is in jail
since 13 years and 3 months. I had the honor to make his acquaintance, because
the Vaudois Judges sentenced me to 4 years in prison for having critisized them.
I assure you that François LÉGERET is a very sensitive man of great value… »
You interrupted me and I calmed you down: «Be sure, I will respect your rules of
good behaviour. I understand that this meeting shall not be used to settle his own
accounts. Anyway, I use to say that I have no problem with Justice, but that Justice
has a problem with me. And Justice has a very, very big problem with François
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LÉGERET. New interruption. I just managed to advance my questions: «Mister
PELLET, if it had to be redone, would you condemn François LÉGERET again?
Are you looking in his favour for your famous best solution?» Shy clapping. At
that point, my right of speach was exhausted. PELLET: «Mister ULRICH, you
know exactly that I will not answer your questions». My reply: «No answer is as
well an answer.»
Laurent BONNANT, you were in a hurry to point out that the audience had not
the right to come back once more on the affair LÉGERET.
After the closing of the conference, I approached Marc PELLET, the first «Judge»
to have condemned François LÉGERET lifelong in 2008. ULRICH: «There are
these 3 witnesses who are invalidating your scenario which served you for this
sentence.» PELLET: «I will not answer.» There, you took me aside. I thanked you
for having respected the right of freedom of expression. Outbursting, you replied
that my intervention was totally inadmissible. Me: «You are one of these dogooders. Do you know the affair LÉGERET?» You: «One of my journalist friends
wrote a book on this subject.» My question: «Do you mean Jacques
SECRETAN ?» Your behaviour told me that this was not applying. I suppose that
you are relying on the pamphlet written by Michel BORY, the journalist in the
service of the Attorney General Eric COTTIER.
Loosing containance, and forgetting your own rules of politness, you insulted me
with all kind of birds names. I countered to be proud of what I was doing. In a fit
of rage you shouted: «You came her to deliver your ukases of shit». You
certainly remember that I was very amused about your scatological verbal attack.
I terminated the evening in company of persons who were curious to question me
and to share my knowledge about the irredeemably degenerated judiciary system.
Howevert, the injustice inflicted to François LÉGERET is going on. His ennemis
are having fun with his inheritance of between 30 and 40 mio CHF, split up among
scavengers. One must know that we are faced with a case of corruption, to the
advantage of the Vaudois politico-judiciary plotters.
Keeping a lasting memory of our dispute, I present to you my civilities
Gerhard ULRICH
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